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Introduction

In all organisms studied to date there exists a highly conserved family of GTPbinding proteins known as Developmentally Regulated GTP-Binding (DRG) proteins.
DRG genes are believed to function as part of a pathway that consists of at least three
genes: DRG, D FR P and SLH Gene. The DRG protein is a GTPase with all five motifs
which characterize GTP-binding proteins, G1-G5 (Li & Trueb, 2000). The DFRP protein
forms a physical protein-protein interaction with DRG through its DFRP domain and
prevents ubiquitination and degradation of the DRG protein (Ishikawa et al, 2005 &
Isikawa et al, 2009). The SLH gene, a dead helicase box gene, also interacts with DRG
through what is believed to be a genetic pathway; no evidence suggests that a physical
protein-protein interaction occurs between these two molecules. Together DRG, DFRP,
and SLH genes form a pathway which performs an unknown function.
The DRG gene, previously named NEDD-3, was first discovered in mouse by
Sazuka, et al (1992). DRG was isolated from cells of the central nervous system and
was found to be expressed at a much higher level in a young developing brain
compared to a relatively lowered expression in a mature brain. This would suggest that
DRG provides a specific function during neurogenesis, a function that may be less
critical in a fully developed adult brain. Other DRG genes have been identified in other
organisms, one of which is Drosophila. The DRG gene identified in Drosophila has a
79.8% identity and an 88.3% similarity in its 367 amino acid chain when compared to
the DRG gene in murine. (Sazuka et al., 1992A/B)
Through the use of the EMBL databank, Schenker and Trueb analyzed the DRG
genes of all organisms which were mapped. Through the analysis of the database it
was discovered that there were two distinct DRG genes which were given the
designation DRG1 and DRG2. The DRG gene named by Sazuka was a DRG1 gene,
the murine DRG1 has since become the archetype for DRG1. In 1994 a human DRG
gene was discovered by Schenker. The human D RG discovered in 1994 was a DRG2
gene and has since become the archetype for DRG2. The discovery that there were two
D RG genes was supported by the fact that in the genome of murine, H. sapiens, S.
cerevisiae, and S. pombe as well as many other organisms there are two distinctly
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different DRG genes. (Schenker & Trueb, 1997; Li & Trueb, 2000 & Schenker et al.,
1994)
The Human DRG1 consists of 367
Human 1

amino acids with a molecular mass of

M ouse 1

40.5kD while the mouse DRG2 consists

X .laevis

of 364 amino acids with a molecular

C. elegans 1

O
DC
D

Drosophila

mass of 40.7kD. The two different DRG

S. pom be 1

genes of H. sapiens, DRG1 and D R G 2,

S. cerevisiae 1

were found to be 57% sequence identity
and 66% sequence similarity. Mouse

Arabldopsis

DRG1 and D R G 2 were also shown to

Pisum

Fish

sequence identity and 66% sequence

Human 2

similarity. Interestingly, the DRG1 of H.

M ouse 2

sapiens is identical to that of mouse

S. pom be 2
S. cerevisiae 2

except for a single amino acid
substitution in the N-terminal region,

Methanococcue

the D RG 2 of mouse and the D R G 2 of

Thenmopiasma

acid substitutions, however all the
substitutions were conservative in nature
(LYS/ARG, ILEA/AL, GLU/ASP). At the

DRG

Hatobium

serine for glycine. It was also found that

humans were identical except for 4 amino

DRG 2

C. elegans 2

have a high level of similarity with 58%

Figure 1: Phylogenetic tree representing the
relationship of DRG1 and DRG2 for several
species. The length of the horizontal lines
represents the similarity between the
sequences and the vertical lines are
arbitrarily drawn.

nucleotide level Human and Mouse DRG1
and DRG 2 share a 62% sequence identity. (Li & Trueb, 2000)
All eukaryotic species have at least one gene coding for DRG1 and one gene
coding for DRG2. It was also discovered that Achaean species have only one DRG
gene. Bacteria have a related OBG gene which is universally found in all bacteria
(Caldon & March, 2003). Through the use of the ETS databank, Li and Trueb created a
phylogenetic tree that represents the evolutionary relationship of DRG1 and DRG 2 for
several species (Fig 1). (Li & Trueb, 2000)
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Through an mRNA assay DRG expression levels were determined in various
human tissues. DRG1 has been shown to be highly expressed in skeletal muscle, heart
and kidney tissue. DRG 1 is expressed in intermediate levels in liver, placenta, and brain
tissue. DRG1 is also expressed in the colon, thymus, spleen, small intestine, and lung
tissue as well as in leukocytes all in small levels. D RG 2 followed a similar pattern with
the highest levels of expression being observed in the skeletal muscle, heart and
kidney, while the other tissues expressed low levels of DRG2. Similar expression for
DRG1 and D R G 2 were made for mice, with both genes being expressed in fairly high
levels in the liver, heart, kidney, and brain. (Li & Trueb, 2000)
In Arabidopsis there exist three DRG genes which have been given the name
A tD R G I, A tDR G 2, and AtDRG3. A tD R G I encodes a protein of 369 amino acids with a
43 kDa molecular mass whereas AtDRG2 and AtDRG3 encode proteins which are 399
amino acids long. A tDRG2 has a weight of 45 kDa, though a 43 kDa and 30kDa band
have also been recorded for AtDRG2\ the lighter bands are thought to be degraded
products of the 45 kDa AtDRG2 band. A tD R G I and AtDRG2 have a 56% identity.
AtDRG3 is an ortholog of AtDRG2 with 95% identity to it. (Stafstrom, 2008) The
A tD R G I and A tDR G 2 genes are moderately expressed in the growing tissues of
Arabidopsis (Devitt et al., 1999). However, A tD R G I is most actively expressed in leaf
veins of Arabidopsis while AtDG2 is most actively expressed in petals, siliques and leaf
trichomes (Stafstrom, 2008). AtDRG3 has a relatively low expression rate when
compared to A tD R G I and A tDR G 2, however after undergoing heat stress for three
hours, expression of AtDRG3 increases one thousand fold (Schmid et at., 2005).
It was discovered that the

DRG-DFRP Interactions

DRG proteins interact with
distinct regulatory proteins. The

DFRP1

DFRP2

DRG1

Yes

Yes

DRG2

No

Yes

proteins which bind the D RG
proteins have been given the
name DRG Family Recognition
Protein (DFRP). Each D FR P
gene has a unique domain to
Figure 2: DRG-DFRP pairing table (Ishikawa, 2009).
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classify it, the DFRP domain which is highly conserved through both D FR P genes. The
D FR P domain is essential to allow the DFRP protein to interact and bind with the DRG
protein. DRG1 bind with DFRP1 and likewise DRG2 binds with DFRP2. In a series of
experiments involving knockout mutations it was shown that in the absence of DFR P1,
DFRP2 will binds to DRG1. However; DFRP1 has not been observed bind DRG2. It was
also shown that in the absence of its binding partner the complementary genes
expression is down regulated. For example in the absence of DRG1 less DFRP1 is
produced and vice versa. However, when D RG 2 is not expressed the level of DFRP2
produced remains constant. This is thought to be because DFRP2 weakly binds DRG1.
(Ishikawa et al, 2005 & Ishikawa et al, 2009)
It is predicted that the DFRP protein helps stabilize free DRG protein. When DRG
proteins are released from stable protein complexes they are degraded though
ubiquitination. D FR P proteins contain several domains that are similar to proteins which
are linked to ubiquitination, however when DFRP binds DRG the result is non-degratory,
DFRP actually stabilizes the DRG protein. This could be because the DFRP protein has
a pseudo-domain which interacts with DRG in the same manner as the ubiquitination
proteins which target it for degradation. Through the DFRP-DRG interaction the
ubiquitination proteins are prevented from associating with the DRG protein. Thus,
degradation of the DRG protein is prevented. Another possibility is that the domains of
DFRP could have deubiquitination activities. (Ishikawa, 2005)
When isolating the DRG proteins from mouse liver homogenates by
sedimentation analysis Ishikawa indicated that the DRG 2/DFRP2 complex was found to
isolate in a light section whereas the DRG 1/DFRP 1 complex was consistently found in
the pellet. This suggests that the two DRG complexes are physically separated within
the cell. Upon further examination of the pellet the DRG1/DFRP1 complex was isolated
from the pellet and found to weakly bind both the 40S and 60S ribosomal subunit.
(Ishikawa et al, 2009)
Besides being bound by D FR P , the D RG protein also interacts genetically with a
third protein, SLH, which is a putative RNA helicase, and is also associated with
translating ribosomes. The SLH genes belong to the family of genes known as DEAD-
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box RNA helicase (RH) genes, which are characterized by their amino acid sequences
DEAD and a TATA-box in the 5’ untranslated region (UTR). The RH gene is a member
of the RNA helicase superfamily II (SFII). The SFII superfamily is characterized by
HRIGR or GRXGR motifs near the c-terminus tail. The RH gene is one of the seven
major SFII members. (Mingam et al, 2004)
In yeast it was found, through the use of a triple synthetic reaction, that the DRG
proteins act alongside the SLH1 proteins of yeast to form a pathway. When there were
three mutations knocking out DRG1, DRG2, and SLH1, a reduced growth phenotype
occurred. However, any combination of double mutations did not show a reduced
growth phenotype. This suggests that SLH1 acts in a redundant manner with DRG1 and
D R G 2, and that in the absence of any two of these genes the third can step in and fill
the role that the other two genes had previously performed. (Daugeron et al., 2010)
In yeast, as with other eukaryotes, DRG1, DFRP1 and DFRP2 proteins are
linked with active translational machinery. However, when the genes DFRP1 and
DFR P2 are deleted through knockout mutations there is no apparent growth phenotype
change or translational defects resulting from the deletion. Furthermore when DFRP1
and DFRP2 are knocked out along with SLH1 a notable phenotypic change is also
observed which is similar to the reduced growth phenotype of the DRG1, DRG 2 and
SLH1 triple mutant. Both the DFRP1 & D FR P2 and DRG1 & D R G 2 triple mutant
deletions yield the same reduced growth phenotype. The reduced growth phenotype
occurring with the deletion of DRG1 and D RG 2 or DFRP1 and D RR P2 infers that the
DRG /D FR P combination is needed in yeast and that if either gene is destroyed then the
pathway the two genes form is also destroyed. (Daugeron et al., 2010)
In Arabidopsis there exist several genes which resemble the SLH1 gene of yeast.
SLH-A resembles the yeast gene with the highest degree of identity while SLH-D
resembles yeast with SLH1 with the second highest degree of identity. SLH-C
resembles yeast SLH1 with the third highest degree of identity. It is thought that SLH-A
is the ortholog to yeast SLH1 while SLH-B and SLH-C are paralogs. Within SLH-A of
Arabidopsis there were three different T-DNA insertions available, for the purpose of
causing knockout mutations. The following subtypes of SLH-A were created: SLH-A1,
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SLH-A2, and SLH-A3. The same subtypes were created for both B and C types of SLH:
SLH-B1, SLH-B2, SLH-C1, SLH-C2, and SLH-C3. It is hypothesized that if either the
DRG or D FR P genes along with the SLH-A gene of Arabidopsis is deleted that a
reduced growth phenotype can be created as seen in yeast. For this reason the
following types of plant genotypes need to be made: Line 7 homozygous recessive for:
(dfrpl, dfrp2, slh-a1), Line 8 homozygous recessive for: (d frp l, dfrp2, and slh-a2) and
Line 11 homozygous recessive for: (dfrpl, dfrp2, slh-c3). It is predicted that the SLH-A
gene is the gene interacting with the D R G -D FR P pathway and the SLH-C genes are
not, however the SLH-C genotypes are being created to serve as control groups.
(Stafstrom, 2011)
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Materials and Methods

An Arabidopsis plant Line 29 (L29) which was homozygous for (dfrpl, dfrp2) was
crossed with an Arabidopsis plant homozygous for (slh-a1). This created the F1
generation Line 7 (L7) which had the following genotype (D FR P 1/dfrpl, DFRP2/dfrp2,
SLH-A1/slh-a1). L29 was then crossed with an Arabidopsis plant homozygous for (slha2) and its following F1 generation was designated Line 8 (L8) which had the following
genotype (D FR P 1/dfrpl, DFRP2/dfrp2, SLH-A2/slh-a2). A third cross was then
conducted using L29 and an Arabidopsis plant homozygous for (slh-c3) which had the
following genotype (D FR P 1/dfrpl, DFRP2/dfrp2, SLH-C3/slh-c3). The heterozygous F1
seeds were then collected and used to screen for triple homozygous mutants in the F2
generation: L7 (d frp l/d frp l, dfrp2/dfrp2, s!h-a1/s!h-a1), L8 (d frp l/d frp l, dfrp2/dfrp2,
slh-a2/sih-a2), L11 (d frp l/d frp l, dfrp2/dfrp2, slh-c3/sih-c3).
Prior to planting, all of the seeds were surface sterilized first using a 50% ethanol
wash for two minutes. The ethanol wash was followed by three successive water
washes with sterile water. Then the seeds were soaked in 50% bleach plus 0.1% Triton
x-100 for ten minutes. Following the soaking the seeds were rinsed with five
consecutive water washes and then planted on MS salt agar plates. Agar plates were
prepared using 2 .1 5G Murashige and Skoog (MS) salts, 0.5g MES, 10g Sucrose (1%)
which was later omitted to prevent mold growth, 1mL B5 vitamins which was also
usually omitted, and 8g Agar (0.8%).
First the MS salts and MES were added to 800mL Distilled H 2O. The pH was
then adjusted to 5.7 through the use of KOH and HCI. For plates containing sucrose,
sucrose was then added, though usually it was omitted to aid in mold prevention. The
volume was then raised to 1L and the solutions were then divided into two 1L flasks,
500mL each. After dividing the solution 4g of agar was then added to each flask. The
flasks were then covered with aluminum foil and sterilized through a 20 minute
autoclave cycle. Plates were then poured with about 30mL of solution for each plate.
The plates were then let to stand for two days to make sure that they were not
contaminated, and then stored at4°C .
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After planting the seeds, the plates were then placed in a refrigerator for three
days at 4°C. The refrigeration served to cold shock the seeds, which promotes uniform
sprouting. After the seeds were removed from the refrigerator they were placed in an
incubator with continuous light where they were allowed to grow for one week at 24°C.
For the horizontally plates, once the plants were about 5mm wide, about the size of a
standard number two pencil eraser, they were transplanted to soil. For the plants
growing on vertical growth plates, a root growth assay was preformed prior to
transplanting the plants to soil. From the plants subjected to the root growth assay,
plants with reduced growth were chosen and then transplanted to soil. Once plants
were transplanted they were placed in an incubator at 20°C under a photo cycle of 10h
light and 14h dark. All plants were watered daily and fertilized weekly.

Figure 3: A root growth assay depicting some of the plants selected for soil
transplantation for L11. The plants boxed in red were selected for planting because of
their reduced growth phenotype.
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After the selected plants were transplanted DNA was collected and prepared for
PCR and subsequent electrophoresis genotyping.

DNA Preparation:

A DNA sample was prepared by removing a tissue sample of approximately
30~40 mm2 from a plant. The sample was placed in a microfuge tube and then ground
using a Kontes pestle. Four hundred microliters of Edwards buffer was then added to
the microfuge tube containing the ground leaf tissue. The mixture was then vortexed
briefly and then pelleted for a time that was greater than one minute. Three hundred
microliters of isopropanol was then placed in a second microfuge tube along with 300 pi
of supernatant from the tube containing the plant tissue. The tubes were then inverted
and allowed to stand for two to fifteen minutes. Tubes were then microfuge and the
supernatant was then removed. Five hundred microliters of distilled water was then
added to the microfuge tube containing the pellet and the pellet was then broken up.
The tubes were then vortexed and four hundred microliters of supernatant was then
transferred to a new microfuge tube and stored in a freezer at -20 °C. Once the DNA
had been prepared a PCR solution was made. Slight modifications to this protocol were
used sometimes.
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PCR Prep:

PCR solution was then prepared by taking the following materials and adding
them together consecutively: 3.4 pi H20 , 5 pi 5x GoTaq Buffer, 2.5 pi dNTPs (2 mM
each), 2 pi 25 mM MgCI2, 5 pi primer 1, 5 pi primer 2, 0.1 pi GoTaq DNA Pol, and 2 pi of
the prepared DNA template. The following table depicts the primers used:
Allele
AGI code
Primer 1
Primer 2
Length bp
DFRP1
At2g20280
05-374
05-375
620
dfrpl
dfrpl-salk
05-374
04-611
700
DFRP2
At1g51730
09-092
09-093
1200
dfrp2
dfrp2-salk
04-611
09-093
850
SLH-A1
At5g61140
11-144
11-145
1114
slh-a1
salk-116847C 11-510
11-144
800
SLH-A2
At5g61140
11-147
11-146
1210
Slh-a2
salk-029498C 11-510
11-146
950
SLH-C3
At2g42270
11-154
11-155
1097
slh-c3
salk-048780C 11-510
11-155
800
Table 1: Primers used for PCR for each respective gene. Note that primer 04-611 was
replaced with primer 11-510 for some iterations.

PCR:

Following the preparation of the PCR solution PCR was conducted with an initial
denaturation of 94°C for two minutes followed by 40 cycles of 94°C for 30 seconds for
denaturation, 50°C for 30 seconds for the primers to associate, and 72°C for 90 seconds
for elongation. After the completion of 40 cycles an additional 72°C was run for five
minutes and then the DNA solution was cooled to 4°C and then stored in a refrigerator
at 4°C.

'
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Electrophoresis:

A 1% agarose gel was prepared using 0.80g agarose mixed into 80mL Edwards
Buffer in a 500mL flask. The flask was then microwave for one minute (with periodic
stops to prevent boiling over) to melt the agarose. The agarose was then cooled in a
65°C water bath while the mold was prepared. After cooling ethidium bromide was
added to the agarose mix and then it was poured into the well mold. After cooling a
10kbp molecular weight buffer was then loaded in the agarose gel along with the
prepared DNA samples. Following DNA migration, the gel was then photographed using
a UV photo bed and digital camera.
Edwards Buffer:

Stock
Per 100 ml_
1 M Tris-HCI, pH 7.5
20 mL
5 M NaCI
5 mL
.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0
5 mL
10% SDS
5 mL
Water
65 mL
Table 2: Edwards Buffer composition.

Final Concentration
200 mM
250 mM
25 mM
0.5%

Silique Dissection:

Arabidopsis siliques were dissected using a sterile scalpel. The scalpel was run
along the replum/valve joint so as to cut the joint open while not disturbing the seeds
inside the ovary. It was found that while the silique was green the dissection was difficult
because the valves were hard to remove. Dissection while the silique is brown was also
difficult because once the valve was removed seeds broke free and scattered easily. To
prevent scattering of the seeds and to allow easy removal of the valves dissection and
examination were conducted while the silique was yellow. Once dissected the silique
was examined under a dissection microscope and photographed with a digital camera.
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Results:

Plants containing the following genotypes were obtained through PCR screening
for each of the following lines. Table 5 shows plants obtained through a cross of L29
and a plant homozygous for slh-a1. The F1 plant, which was heterozygous for all three
genes, was then self pollinated and used to parent the F2 generation. Plant 1 and plant
4 were homozygous for dfrpl while being heterozygous for DFRP2/dfrp2 and SLHA1/slh-a1. Plant 18 was thought to be homozygous for both dfrp genes while being
heterozygous for SLH-A1/slh-a1 but, as was later demonstrated through analysis of the
F3 generation, was homozygous for SLH-A1 and therefore not suitable for further
analysis.

)

L in e 7 C ro s s : L29 d fro V dVm1. dfro2/dfro2 x (slh-a1/slh-a1)

DFRP 1
Goal

DFRP 2

dfrp2

slh-a1

SLH-A 1

Comments

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1
0
1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
0
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
0
1
0

7

1
1
0

1
1
1

1
1

8

1
1
1

0
0
1
0
0
0

0
1

0

1

1

0

1

0
1
0

1

9

0
1

16

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

17

1

0

1
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

2
3

**4
5

6

11
13
14
15

1
1

**used to parent next line

1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0

Wild type result found to be false
0
1
1 positive for SLH-A 1 .
0
1
1
1
19
0
1
1
0
0
1
22
1
0
1
1
0
Table 3: The F2 generation for L7, plant 18 is heterozygous for the SLH-A1lslh-a1 gene
while being homozygous for both dfrp genes also both plant 4 and plant 1 are
heterozygous for DFRP2/dfrp2 and SLH-A1lslh-a1 while being homozygous for d fr p l
Also to be noted, the results for SLH-A1 were not very reliable with many false
negatives. Both plant 4 and plant 18 gave false negative results which were discovered
in future generations.
**18

W

dfrpl
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Table 4 is the F3 generation produced by plant 7-4 identified in Table 3. It is
homozygous for dfrpl and dfrp2 while being heterozygous for SLH-A1/slh-a1. Plant 7-41 had a reduced growth phenotype and appeared to be much smaller and more yellow
than most of its 7.4 sibling plants.
L in e 7 -4 C ro ss : L29 (d Wo1/dfro1 , dfro2/dfm2) x (slh-a1/slh-a1)

DFRP 1 dfrpl
SLH-A 1
DFRP 2 dfrp2
slh-a1
Comments
Goal
0
1
0
1
0
1 **used to parent next line
0
1
0
1
1
1 Small & Yellow
3
0
1
0
1
1
0 Small
9
0
1
0
1
1
0 Normal
17
0
1
1
1
1
0 Normal
20
0
1
0
1
1
0 Normal
Table 4: The F3 generation parented by plant 7-4. Plant 7-4-1 was homozygous for both
dfrpl and dfrp2 and heterozygous for SLH-A1lslh-a1.
Table 5 shows the genotypes of sibling plants derived from plant 7-18 from Table
3. None of the plants tested contained the mutant slh-a1 allele. The results indicate that
plant 7-18 had the slh-a1 gene must have been a false positive most likely caused by
some form of contamination. While these plants could not be used to parent triple
mutant plants, it can be noted that plant 21 and plant 23 had identical genotypes yet
different phenotypes. Plant 21 appeared to have identical growth to that of a wild-type
plant. Plant 23 had reduced growth, appearing smaller than other plants of the same
generation.
L in e 7 - 1 8 C r o s s : L 2 9
DFRP 1 dfrpl
0
1

Goal
21
23

0
0

29

0

1
1
1

32

0

1

DFRP 2

slh-a1

SLH-A 1

dfrp2

Comments

0

1

0

1
0
0

0

1

1

0
0

1

0

1
1
1

(2-)1

—

...

—

1
1
__

(2)-3
(2)-7

—

__

__

__

—

—

__

__

—

—

—

...

—

—

—

__

(2)-9
(2)-12

W

ro2) x (slh-a1/slh-a1)
(dfro1/dfm1. dfro2Jd\F

1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0

**used to parent next line
Normal
Small
—
—

0
0
0
0

—
—
—
—
0
1
(2)-15
Table 5: The F2 generation parented by plant 7-18. These results suggest that there
was a false positive result when genotyping the F1 plant.
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Table 6 shows F3 plants parented by plant 7-1 from table 3. Both plant 64 and
plant 69 were genetically identical to their parent plant. No segregational progress was
made here, but the seeds produced from plant 64 and plant 69 were used to increase
seed stock. Both plants exhibited a normal growth phenotype as would be expected
from a single dfrp mutant.

*
*
o>
CO

Line 7-1 Cross: L29 fcfifm l/d fro1. dfro2/dfro2) x (slh-a1/slh-a1)
DFRP 1 dfrpl
DFRP 2 dfrp2
SLH-A 1 slh-a1
Comments
Goal
0
1
0
1
0
1 **used to parent next line
60
0
1
1
1
1
0 Slightly Smaller
**64
0
1
1
1
1 Normal
1
1
0
1
1
1
1 Normal
Table 6: The F3 generation parented by p ant 7-1. B>oth plan 64 and plant 69 were
homozygous for dfprl and heterozygous for DFRP2/dfrp2 and SLH-A1!slh-a1.
Table 7 shows F2 plants derived from a cross between L29 and a plant
homozygous for the slh-a2 allele. There were 36 plants grown from this cross, however
only 2 yielded PCR results. It is thought that the tissue for these plants matured too long
and was not suitable for DNA preparation. While most of the plants could not be tested,
plant 2F and plant 11B showed proper results. Plant 11B was homozygous for dfrp2
while being heterozygous for DFRP1/dfrp1 and SLH-A2/slh-a2. No notable phenotypic
difference was noticed in plant 11B.

DFRP 1
0

Goal

dfrpl
1

DFRP 2
0

SLH-A 2

dfrp2
1

0

slh-a2
1

Comments
**used to parent next line

1
1 Normal
1
1
1
1 Normal
0
1
1
**11B
1
Table 7: The F2 generation Line 8, plant 11b is homozygous for a frp2 and heterozygous
for DFRP1/dfrp1 and SLH-A2/slh-a2.
2F

1

1
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Table 8 shows F2 plants created from a cross of L29 and a plant homozygous for s/hc3. Plant 52 and plant 59 are genetically Identical both being homozygous for dfrpl and
dfrp2 while containing slh-a3. It was not determined if these plants are homozygous or
heterozygous for the slh-a3 gene.

53

DFRP 1
0
0
0
0
1

54

0

1

1
1
0
1
0

0
0
1
1
1
0

Goal
50
51
**52

dfrpl
1
1
1
1
0

DFRP 2
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1

dfrp2

SLH -C 3 slh-c 3
Comments
1 **used to parent next line
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
—

—

—

—

—

1
1
1
56
1
57
0
1
1
0
58
1
1
**59
0
1
1
1
60
1
1
1
1
51
0
1
Table 8: The F1 generation of line 11, planl 52 and plant 59 are homozygous for dfrpl
and dfrp2 and contains slh~c3 mutant.
55

—

—

—

—

—

—

_____

—

—
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The results for the PCR test of line 7-4 are depicted in Figure 5, Figure 6, and
Figure 7. The DFRP1 results of Figure 5 plant 1 had some banding. The banding
appears to be some DNA ladder that spilled over from the adjacent well. None of the
plants have the DFRP1 gene present. The DFRP1 result confirms that plant 7-4 was in
fact homozygous for dfrpl. The dfrpl result of Figure 5 shows banding of plant 1 around
700bp which is the size of the dfrpl band. This indicates that plant 7-4-1 is homozygous
recessive for dfrpl.

Figure 5: The gel of L7-4 for DFRP1 (top) and dfrpl (bottom).
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Figure 6 shows dfrp2 and slh-a1 results for plant 7-4. Dfrp2 banding results are
about 850bp which is what is expected for dfrp2. The positive control did not work for
the dfrp2 reaction but many of the other plants did work displaying bands of the
expected size. Slh-a1 showed banding around 800bp which is what is expected. Plant
7-4-1 contains both dfrp2 and slh-a1.

Figure 6: Gel results for L7-4 for dfrp2 (top) and slh-a1 (bottom).
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Figure 7 shows DFRP2 and SLH-A1 PCR results for plant 7-4. Banding for
DFRP2 occurred at 1200bp as would be expected. Banding for SLFI-A1 occurred at
1114bp as expected. There is also an artifact found around 700bp for the SLH-A1
banding; the identity of this artifact is unknown. Plant 7-4-1 contains SLH-A1 but lacks
DFRP2. Based on all of these results, the genotype of 7-4-1 appears to be dfrp1/dfrp1,
dfrp2/dfrp2, slh-a1/SLH-A1.

Line 7-4: DFRP2 &

Figure 7: Gel results L7-4 for SLH-A1 (bottom) and DFRP2 (top).
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Since plant 7-4-1 was only segregating for the SLH-A1/slh-a1 allele, one quarter
of the daughter plants theoretically should have been triple mutant plants. But from all
plants tested, no triple mutant was discovered. Thus it was hypothesized that a triple
mutant genotype may be lethal. Through the use of a chi-square the probability and
viability of getting a triple mutant plant could be tested. For the purpose of conducting
this test, 36 seeds collected from plant 7-4-1 were planted on a gridded agar plate. Out
of the 36 planted plants, 34 sprouted. Two of the seeds did not sprout. After the plants
had grown for two weeks 31 of them were prepared for PCR. Three of the 34 viable
plants were too small to handle and were omitted from PCR. Figure 8 and Figure 9 are
the resulting gels.

Figure 8 shows PCR
results testing for the SLH-A1
allele’s presence in the F3
generation parented from plant 74-1. Twenty-nine of 31 reactions
worked showing that the allele
was present in these plants. Many
of the bands were very faint, but
any band present was taken to
indicate that SLH-A1 was present
in the plant. Two plants, six and
seven, did not show any banding.
Either, the reaction for these
plants did not work, the bands
were too light to be seen, or the
reaction worked correctly and the
allele was not present.

Figure 8: Gel results for Line 7-4-1 mass SLH-A1
search. Plant 6 and plant 7 did not show any band.
Plant 4,5,11,12,21,23,31, and the 3rd positive control
all showed bands, but did not photograph well. The
checkmark on the gel indicates the banding of these
plants.
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Since plant 7-4-1-6 and 7-4-1-7, depicted in Figure 8, did not have any apparent
banding a second gel was prepared to test and ensure that the DNA preparation was
working correctly. To ensure the accuracy of the test three sibling plants were also
included. For the SLH-A1 reaction, all plants had identical results to that of Figure 8.
This result helps confirm that plants 7-4-1-6 and 7-4-1-7 do not contain the SLH-A1
allele. The slh-a1 reaction revealed both plants in question do contain the slh-a1 allele
and appear to be triple mutant plants, homozygous for slh-a1.
Line 7-4: SLH-A1 &
slh-a1

Figure 9: Gel results L7-4-1 for SLH-A1 (top) and slh-a1
(bottom). Plant 6 & 7 contain slh-a1 and did not band for
SLH-A1.
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In addition to the chi-square test, siliques were dissected to see if the triple
mutant genotype affected seed development. L29, the double mutant for dfrpl and
dfrp2 was chosen as a control since it was homozygous for SLH-A1. It was predicted
that if the triple mutant genotype was lethal to seed development, about one quarter of
the seeds in each silique would not have developed. If the triple mutant was detrimental
to seed development, but not lethal, less than one-quarter of the seeds would not
develop. However, if the triple mutant genotype did not affect seed development then all
siliques would have similar seed development when compared to L29.
Plant 7-4-1 dissected silique showing partial seed development is shown in
Figure 10. There were about ten siliques dissected and all showed only partial seed
population in the silique. Some seeds had failed to develop while other seeds appeared
small and misshapen. When siliques from plant 7-4-1 are compared to L29 siliques
(Figure 11), a significant difference in seed development and silique seed population is
seen. The silique for
L29 is seen to have full
seed population with no
misshapen seeds. For
all siliques examined
from L29 the silique was
fully populated with
seeds and there was no
significant amount of
seeds which were
smaller or misshapen
when compared to other
seeds in the silique.

Figure 10 (Silique 1, Plant 7-4-1):
Homozygous for dfrpl and dfrp2
while being heterozygous for
SLH-A1. Note that many seeds
did not develop and that some
seeds are misshapen. The white
arrow indicates a misshapen
seed where as the black arrow
indicates a seed normal in
appearance.

Figure 11: A silique from
L29 used as a control
when examining siliques
from mutant plants. Note
that there is 100% seed
population. This photo was
representative of all
siliques examined from
L29.
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Discussion

For plant line 8 (Table 7) the following single mutant genotype was obtained in
plant 11B: (DFRP1/dfrp1, dfrp2/dfrp2, SLH-A2/slh-a2), more segregation is needed for
L8 to obtain a triple mutant. However when preparing plants for L8, 36 plants were
initially prepared. Tissue samples from these plants were not taken initially and the
plants were allowed to grow for approximately one month before DNA samples were
prepared. It was found, that because of the age of the tissue used for the DNA
preparations, that the PCR reactions did not work. While there were many failed
reactions, plant 11B had successful reactions and the results are thought to be correct.
Plant 11B will be used to segregate for future L8 generations.
For plant line 11 (Table 8) the following double mutant was achieved twice in
both plants 52 and 59: {dfrp1/dfrp1, dfrp2/dfrp2} ------ -/slh-c3). It is unknown if plant 52
or plant 59 is homozygous or heterozygous for slh-c3. Once planted the progeny of
plant 52 and 59 will segregate and the triple mutant can be obtained. Base on the ratio
of triple mutant plants it will be clear if either plant 52 or 59 was homozygous or
heterozygous for slh-c3.
For plant line 7 (Table 3) the following single mutant genotype was obtained in
plant 7-1 and plant 7-4: (dfrp1/dfrp1, DFRP2/dfrp2, SLH-A1/slh-a1). Also plant 7-18 was
thought to be a double mutant homozygous for dfrpl and dfrp2 while being
heterozygous for SLH-A1/slh-a1. It was later found through segregation (Table 5) that
plant 7-18 was in fact homozygous for SLH-Af, this meant that a triple mutant could not
be obtained through further segregation of this plant which was identical to L29. While
further segregation of plant 7-18 was not possible, it was interesting that plant 7-18-21
did not show an unusual phenotype while plant 7-18-23 showed a reduced growth
phenotype. These results call into question the hypothesis of the triple mutant genotype
causing a reduced growth appearance. In order to further test this a true breading triple
mutant line will need to be established and propagated. Upon observation of their
progeny a more decisive conclusion can be obtained.
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Further segregation was carried out using plant 7-4 and the following double
mutant genotype was obtained in plant 7-4-1 (table 4): (dfrp1/dfrp1, dfrp2/dfrp2, SLHA1/slh-a1). PCR gel results shown as Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the genotyping
segregation for the F3 generation of plant 7-4 which include plant 7-4-1. The phenotype
of plant 7-4-1 was reduced growth and yellowed leaves.
An attempt to create the triple mutant genotype of L7 was attempted with plant 74-1 but was not successful. Since it was known that plant 7-4-1 was only segregating for
the SLH-A1 gene a F4 generation of 36 plants was grown for the sole purpose of testing
for a plant which lacked the SLH-A1 gene (figure 8). Out of the original 36 seeds
planted, 34 sprouted and 31 were large enough to be used to make DNA preps for
PCR. Out of 31 plants prepared 29 of the plants had SLH-A1 present in them, either
being homozygous or heterozygous. Two of the DNA preps did not show the presence
of SLH-A1. A second PCR was then conducted to retest for the presence of SLH-A1
and to test for slh-a1. The second test affirmed that plants 7-4-1-6 and 7-4-1-7 did not
contain the SLH-A1 allele and appeared to be homozygous for slh-a1. The probability of
having two plants homozygous for slh-a1 while 29 plants contained SLH-A1 was
calculated to have a P value less than 0.025. That is these results could occur by
chance about 2.5% of the time.

SLH -A l/------

S lh -al/slh -al

Total

Observed

29

2

31

Expected

23.25

7.75

31

^ (|2 9 — 2 3 1— 0 .5 )2\ + / ( | 2 - 8| - 0 .5 )2
X 2( l d . / . ) =

5.096,

P < 0.025

Figure 12: Chi-Square calculations showing the X2 and P values for the F4 generation
generated from plant 7-4-1.
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There are several explanations to why only two of 31 plants tested appeared to
be triple mutants. The first is that through chance only two plants contained the gene.
This would be unlikely, though possible. The second explanation is that there was a
problem with the DNA prepared, maybe the plants were in fact heterozygous for SLHA1/slh-a1 and were displaying false negatives. A third possibility is that triple mutant
plants are less viable, but a small percentage of them develop into seeds and
subsequently into plants.
Silique dissections can be used to affirm either the second or third possibility for
the chi-square results. Plant 7-4-1 (Figures 10 & 11) appeared to have impaired seed
development when compared to a L29 plant (Figure 12). Out often siliques dissected
from plant 7-4-1, it was found that a significant number of seeds were not developing in
each silique. Furthermore, some seeds which developed were smaller and misshapen
when compared to other seeds in the silique. Siliques from L29 were found to be fully
populated with no misshapen or small seeds. Since there was a significant difference in
seed development it can be hypothesized that either the triple mutant has severely
reduced viability, or that the triple mutant is lethal and the PCR results of Figure 9 are
erroneous.
The silique dissection results are preliminary. This is because they were taken at
different times of the plants life. The L29 siliques were gathered from a more mature
plant, which may have an impact on seed development. Also the sample size only
consisted of two plants. It could be that plant 7-4-1 grew seeds poorly for other reasons
not associated with the triple mutant mutations. To make a more conclusive argument,
more dissections need to be done, using a larger sample size of plants, while recording
the number of seeds per pod and the number of non-occupied positions. Additionally,
the siliques need to be taken at the same time for both the L7 plants and the L29 plants
to ensure that there is not a temporal factor affecting seed development.
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The chi-square results are also very preliminary at this point. Since there is only
a 0.025 chance of these results being natural, a larger test group needs to be used.
Though both PCR results affirm each other, banding was very light and many artifacts
were produced. Running more PCR tests with the same DNA would help assure that
there are no false negative results. To test the viability of the triple mutant, more plants
need to be planted and tested. Since two of 31 plants were triple mutants, a much larger
sample group would need to be used. If the ratio remains the same, it can be concluded
that triple mutant plants can be grown, but have severely reduced viability.
Preliminary results suggest that a triple mutant Arabidopsis plant with the
genotype (dfrp1/dfrp1, dfrp2/dfrp2, slh-a1/slh-a1) is possible to obtain and it would
appear to have severely reduced viability which hinders seed development.
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Chris,
Jared finished his research work with me in spring 2012 (he subsequently did an additional research project with
someone in Chemistry). He submitted a draft capstone at about that time that was unacceptable me. He gave
me a revised version in February or March. This was much better than the original. I suggested a few additional
changes, which he dutifully addressed. The final version was actually quite good. I signed off on this sometime
in April. He should have delivered this signed version to Honors.
Best, Joel
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Hi Joel,
I am sorry to trouble you. Would you please confirm whether Jared Trout has successfully completed his Honors
Capstone under your supervision? Jes is out of town and his records on Jared are less than clear. We have a
signed request for University Honors independent study form, but not a final completion approval form. Please
advise Joanne and I as soon as possible.
Many thanks,
Chris
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